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A new look for Tubetoday. Our website change, is renewed. Articles, 
editorials, news in real time during fairs or events. Among the new 
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After two months of lock-down, European economy and industry are rebooting, 
trying to understand which will be the best way to normality. Not so easy, since 
also before the pandemic they were running at two speed, increasing differences 
among countries: northern economies were as always running fast, southern ones 
were steady, at risk of stagnation in Italy, better in Spain and Greece.
The pandemic obtained the result of stopping them all, leveling to bottom: in ma-
chine tools sector, Cecimo, the European Association of producers, esteems a 25% 
decrease year-to-year. The forecast of a 20% rebound is only a part a good news for 
all European economies, if not even at a larger scale, for world economies.
The rebound is certainly, as correctly underlined by Cecimo, a proof of strength 
and capability of the sector to adapt itself to the new boundary conditions due to 
plants’ re-organization, new rules in supplying assistance and technological advi-
sory, new obstacles in transportations and customs; in brief, facing a world where, 
after the pandemic, circulation of goods and people will be more difficult, many 
companies will need to re-think their operative mode and to find out the way for 
supply their customers despite the difficulties. This is particularly evident in after 
sale services and machine tools assistance, where the possibility to act by remote 
is still limited and restricted to newer machineries already developed on Industry 
4.0 standard. 
This to say that rebound maybe more difficult than prevented and can involve 
unexpected sectors: industry, and above all machine tools producers, need imme-
diate measures, if possible at a supranational level, to defend European economy, 
that is different from defending single states’ economies. 
European Union seems to have failed the challenge to face the pandemic as one: 
the topic of solidarity between states and subsidies to enterprises, workers and 
families seems to be the rock against which the fragile European boat will drown. 
The efficiency and effectiveness in developing an environment that will sustain all 
economies in their effort to reprise will be the great possibility to demonstrate that 
European dream is still actual and achievable.

EDITORIAL
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Written by: Mr. Giovanni TeolisCoronavirus Waves: 
stay afloat 
and then ride them

orgieva, in an official statement 
at the end of the work of Ryad’s 
financial G20, pointed out how 
this health emergency had in-
terrupted economic activity in 
China, immediately putting the 
world economy at risk. Georgie-
va added: “Even in the event of 
rapid containment of the virus, 
the growth of China and the rest 
of the world would be affected. 
Of course, we all hope for a rapid 

recovery, but given the uncer-
tainty, it would be prudent 

to prepare for more ad-
verse scenarios. Pessi-

mistic scenarios that 
then came on time. 
A few weeks later, 
Mario Draghi, the 
former head of the 
European Central 
Bank, spoke in the 
columns of the Fi-

nancial Times and 
then tried to concre-

tely suggest the recipe 
for trying to get out of 

it: you don’t have to wor-
ry about public debt because 

it must be the public sector that 
provides the private sector with 
the resources to survive. 
Resources that can take the form 
of asset reinforcement and social 
shock absorbers. But greater and 
more effective cooperation with 
politicians and trade unions will 
also be needed for the necessary 
streamlining of bureaucracy. All 
necessary steps evidently to avoid 
company failures and to prevent 
families from going bankrupt.

The coronavirus has never been 
just a Chinese problem. Not even 
in the initial phase of the emer-

world. The braking was abrupt, 
on the verge of derailment. The 
same top management of the 
companies - large, medium and 
small - despite the slow recovery 
of activities are moving hesitant-
ly, undecided on which decision 
can better defend production and 

consequently work and man-
power. Uncertainty, of course, 
is what always draws the worst 
possible scenarios. However, 
everyone seems to be aware of 
the historical moment we are li-
ving and this could be a first and 
effective form of defence. It could 
be the first step for a counter-at-
tack action.

At the end of February, when the 
tide of contagion was not yet 
high, IMF director Kristalina Ge-

The coronavirus is the crazy va-
riable that no one had conside-
red at the beginning of the year. 
In a few weeks, everything was 
turned upside down. Now every 
expectation, estimate or calcula-
tion needs correction. Necessa-
rily by default. 
And this is because the conse-
quences of the spread of this 
virus have revolutionized the 
whole world we know, starting 
with daily habits. The coro-
navirus is a momentous 
shock. Every aspect of 
everyday life has been 
touched by this vi-
rus, capable of ma-
king people sick in 
ways that are not 
predictable and 
not always easily 
identifiable. On 
the contrary, its 
great danger lies 
in its ability most of 
the time not to cause 
any symptoms. It hi-
des, spreads silently, and 
above all paralyses every 
activity. Together with the vi-
rus, the great protagonist of these 
months is fear. And perhaps for a 
long time to come, at least until 
a vaccine is released. A palpable 
and tangible fear that accompa-
nies people in all their activities. 
Obviously also in their work and 
economic activities.

The spread of the coronavirus is 
a health emergency that has had 
an immediate effect on economic 
activity. The repercussion was 
immediate. First, this reflection 
only affected China, then Italy, 
and finally every corner of the 

R.T.S.
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How to get out? Through globa-
lisation and the need for coordi-
nated cooperation between all 
countries. In order to get out of 
the crisis, governments must first 
of all cultivate a spirit of global 
collaboration and trust. Going 
it alone could mean chaos and 
a prolongation of the crisis. The 
hope is perhaps too optimistic 
and a bit utopian and in fact, 
companies that are rightly used 
to pragmatically reshoring, that 
is, they are bringing back to 

their countries of origin all 
those productions that had 
been relocated and this in 
order to create a market 
with at least macro-regio-
nal productions. 

The history of humanity is 
scattered with unpredi-
ctable events that have 
drawn new horizons 
towards which to move. 

And this will be the case 
also this time: the world that will 
come out of this crisis will be 
very different from the one we 
have learned to know. The co-
ronavirus offers companies yet 
another challenge to win, a chal-
lenge that is all about accounts 
and new production efficiencies 
to find. Companies that, howe-
ver, at this time of general diffi-
culty can not be left alone to sail 
in a stormy sea. Difficult to resist 
a certain type of wave. Staying 
afloat now must be the first con-
cern, in the hope that - health 
emergency over - we can be re-
ady and structured to take advan-
tage of the hoped-for rebound in 
the economy expected for 2021.

weaknesses above all. Internatio-
nal companies thus immediately 
realised that all sectors would 
experience a major downturn in 
their business. According to rese-
arch by Dun & Bradstreet, a com-
pany that provides business data, 
analysis and insights for compa-
nies, at least 51 thousand com-
panies worldwide - 163 of which 
are in the Fortune 1000 ranking 
(the thousand largest companies 
on the planet) - have one or more 

first level suppliers in the 
Chinese regions most affected 

by the coronavirus, while even 
five million - 938 of the Fortune 
1000 - have at least one second 
level supplier. Another business 
consulting firm PriceWaterhou-
seCoopers estimated - it was only 
at the end of February - that the 
bill that the world production 
system would have to pay in ter-
ms of slowing down trade chains 
would be 570 billion dollars. A 
frightening figure accumulated 
in “just” two months because of 
the fear that the contagion would 
lead to a significant drop in con-
sumption. A crisis scenario that 
highlights a global system expo-
sed and obviously not prepared 
for such a cataclysm.

gency. In fact, within a few days, 
the virus was detected in different 
countries and immediately gave 
the impression that it was impos-
sible to contain its expansion. It 
was clear from how the fuse for 
the globalisation of the crisis was 
already lit. And this in spite of the 
fact that many people were flau-
nting security. It was immediately 
clear that the epidemic would 
cost the entire world market and 
in particular the world of indu-
stry and its many production 
chains an important 
cost. Including, of 
course, that of the 
manufacturing in-
dustry, an impor-
tant interconnecting 
sector for the whole 
world of world pro-
duction. The outbreak of 
the epidemic, combined 
with the already certified volati-
lity of the markets, has made the 
scenario of a global contraction 
of the economy with harmful ef-
fects especially for small and me-
dium-sized enterprises extremely 
clear. Which in the microecono-
mic sphere means going directly 
into people’s wallets. And there-
fore consumption.

Even before the certification of 
the many cases of coronavirus 
outside the borders of China, 
forecasts of economic growth 
had abandoned all prudence 
and immediately assumed wor-
rying values. The interconnection 
between the economies of diffe-
rent countries is the very essence 
of globalization, but in “delicate” 
moments like this it is an extraor-
dinary way to amplify individual 

from the editorial
NEWS
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Processing tubes from coil is one of the growing sectors in machine tools developing: hydraulic or full 
electric, new machines let users to save time and cost, applying several processes to tube, starting from 
a coil. 
The development is continuous: reducing burrs, increasing operative diameters or speed, decreasing 
bending curves, inserting new applications for cutting or deburring. Every company is looking for the 
best balance between various factors which can create a more versatile machine for its customers. 
In this special, Tube Today asked the companies to explain which are their latest solutions and 
approach: here you will find some of the main enterprises on the market with their new products and 
their choices, so you will read about machines equipped with orbital cutting systems and others with 
laser cutting heads; machines fully electric, or fully hydraulic, or hybrid; with deburring systems or with 
smooth cuts. A complete overview of a world full of possibilities and always subject to innovation, also 
generated by the customers’ requests that push builders in improve research and develop technologies 
to satisfy their needs.
So, enjoy your reading.

SPECIAL MACHINES FOR TUBE AND WIRE STARTING FROM COIL
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“FROM COIL” TO BENT AND END-FORMED TUBE, THE MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS OFFERED BY BLM GROUP
The processing of tube from “coil” has always been one of the development sectors that BLM GROUP has 
specialized in over the years. It can offer a wide range of solutions suitable for any 
need.
Always with the aim of maximizing productivity, guaranteeing the widest 
flexibility and eliminating waste and semi-finished products, BLM GROUP 
from coil production systems provide the possibility to perform 
straightening, cutting, bending and end-forming operations in 
line or in parallel and the ability to process stainless steel, 
iron, copper and aluminum pipes.
All BLM GROUP coil processing systems are completely 
electric since all movements are managed by electric axes. It not only 
produces perfect repeatability and precise movement control, but it 
also makes calibration of the equipment quickly and easily thanks to 
the torque control on the clamp.
The powerful VGP3D programming software with which these systems are equipped, like all the other BLM 
GROUP tube benders, allows three-dimensional graphic programming of the piece or third-party CAD files 
importation, elongation and elastic return compensation during the bending cycle, the process simulation and 
the estimate of the cycle time.
In addition, VGP3D is able to save all the data relating to bending tools, material, diameter, and thickness in 
order to be able to reuse the parameters in the future with the same tooling and produce the part right from 
the first time.

The main solutions for coil processing developed by BLM GROUP are:
4-RUNNER
The machines of the 4-RUNNER family can be configured with different modules for carrying out basic 
processes rather than as a complete production process. These systems produce in-line: straightening, cutting, 
bending: fix or variable radius, right and left in process, in multi-radius, end-forming and unloading of the 
finished part.
4-RUNNER machines allow the production of 2D and 3D fixed and variable radius, which can be integrated 
according to the development of the design, in automatic sequence, without bending problems, all in one 
process, and without further operations. 
The possibility of combining flexing or stretching bending technologies on the same piece, in multi-radius, 
guarantees maximum flexibility and productivity.
The 4-RUNNER family consists of two main machines: 4-RUNNER H1 and 4-RUNNER H3 which can each be 
equipped with Heavy end-forming modules with 6 fixed passages or 4 fixed passages and 1 rotating tool, or 
light with end-forming modules with 3 fixed passages or with 1 fixed passage and 1 rotating tool.
Thanks to the lowered design of the bending head, 4-RUNNER H1 is a system particularly suitable for the 
realization of flat and three-dimensional coils; typical components used in the refrigeration sector:  air 
conditioning, and heating systems as well as in industrial systems: automotive and household appliances.
4-RUNNER H3 is particularly suitable for the production of fluid transport pipes, in shapes with a very complex 
geometry, typical in the automotive, air conditioning, heating, refrigeration, engines and industrial systems 
sectors.
The machines of the 4-RUNNER family can be equipped with orbital cutting systems, internal or external, also 
fully electric.

BLM
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FROM COIL WITH MANDREL
When the technological parameters required in the 
bending process, such as: bending radius, diameter and 
thickness, become more restrictive and the aesthetic need 
is more important, BLM GROUP comes into play with a 
manufacturing process called: “from coil with core” which 
includes 3-RUNNER: straightening, cutting and end-
forming system from coils and SMART tube benders for 
diameters up to 28 mm highly productive for bending with 
mandrel and part unloading.
In this solution, processes can be completed in parallel 
and the optimization of material consumption is extremely 
effective in reducing the part cost. Furthermore, the flow 

of material is completely automated; the straight and already end-formed tube produced by 3-RUNNER is 
passed through the automatic loader to the tube bending machine which performs the bending with mandrel 
and unload the part. This eliminates the handling and storage of semi-finished products, producing the directly 
curved core and shaped tube from the coil.
The unique integration between the SMART and 3-RUNNER takes place through the programming software, 
VGP3D. It automatically calculates the lengthening of the tube during the bending phase and subsequently 
compensates for the length of the piece cut by the 3-RUNNER.

WORKCELL FROM COIL
By combining the BLM GROUP “from coil with mandrel” system with the completely electric end-forming 
machines E-SHAPE or E FORM, as well as possibly one or more robots for handling the part, it is possible to 
build a complete coil production workcell, capable of producing tubular parts bent with mandrel and end-
formed on both sides in an automatic and extremely productive way.
BLM GROUP displayed a production workcell at its headquarters in Levico Terme (TN) in Italy during its 
Open House last year. The workcell, composed of the 3-RUNNER, SMART and E SHAPE machines and a 
manipulator robot to perform feeding and unloading operations.
The finished part consisted of two separate tubes made from a stainless-steel coil, curved with mandrel, end-
formed on both sides, equipped with a locking nut inserted before the last end-forming operation and unloaded 
into two distinct part collection bins.
This process allows you to perform the main operations in parallel in order to eliminate handling and storage 
of semi-finished products as well as any manual operation that is not the removal of the finished pieces.
The possibility to simultaneously produce the two different parts streamlines the subsequent operations and 
results with finished parts made to the highest standards of precision, repeatability and aesthetic finishing.

Ralc Italia srl deals with the design, construction and installation of 
industrial machines for processing steel, copper, brass and aluminum 
tubes and profiles.
Founded by the current owner and CEO Andrea Lazzarini in 1991, Ralc Italia 
offers a wide range of machines, standard and special, for the processing 
of pipes in coil.
The orbital cutting line, which guarantees a clean and burr-free cut, is 
available with one or more runways, thus being able to meet any type of 
production need. Furthermore, since the market is increasingly oriented 
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towards the Industry 4.0, the machine can be equipped 
with options such as office programming, connection 
to the company network, marking units for the product 
traceability. It is also possible to complete the line with 
simple deformation units.

The PLANET orbital tube bender allows cutting and bending through arm with 
infinite rotation, and it can also be combined with an inline end forming machine with one or more strokes.
Cutting lines and tube benders find their natural, even if not exclusive, use in refrigeration HVAC, as well as 
the serpentine bending machine, which can also be used in the medical and solar sector. Also designed for the 
bending of the coil tube, this machine allows the creation of serpentines of various sizes and geometries and 
it also has the 4.0 option.

PATENTED MACHINES TO GAIN HIGH MARGINS
SIMAT is an innovative Italian company with more than 20 years experience 
in the design and production of bending,  endforming, cutting and drilling 
machines,  robotic cells and other special solutions for tube processing.
SIMAT has developed several patents that make its machines unique in the world.
The patented system “Levitate” is the unique “all-in-one” technology for bending 
tubes directly from 
coil using the bending 

mandrel. “Orbibend”  is the unique patented mobile 
orbital cut integrated in a tube bending machine, able 
to cut at the very end of the curve or to pre-cut the tube 
while it moves. 
“Simcut” patented cutting is the unique cutting system 
avoiding the inward deformation due to the traditional 
orbital cutting. In addition, big news from “Fast” patented 
system: the new arrival in the field of tube endforming 
machines! Simat machines allow a drastic reduction 
in waste of material and washing operations, material 
transfers and working costs, meeting completely  the 
standards  of lean production.
Interviews with our customers have shown that you 
can achieve additional margins up to 300.000€ per 
machine. 

SIMAT
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A NEW MACHINE FOR NEW APPLICATION FIELDS
The SMI cutting machine MTS 22 Modular is enhanced and 
equipped with a frontal mandrel.  The MTP 28 + PNP 28 CA 
model is born. 
SMI s.r.l. Sistemi Meccanici Industriali has been on the market 
for over 40 years with a wide range of automatic, PLC and CNC 
controlled machinery and equipment for working tubes & pipes 
in automatic cycle. The variety of processed pipes runs from 2 
to 40 mm, mostly starting from coil.
SMI - thanks to its experience in multiple industrial sectors - 
differs on the market for its listening ability, the natural problem-
solving attitude and the marked professionalism and ingenuity, 
offering effective and tailor-made solutions to the customer’s 
process. Knowledge of automation processes, adoption of cutting-edge technologies, customization of the 
technical solutions and development of intuitive software are just some of the most appreciated distinguishing 
features.
One of the most recent developments concerns the historic orbital pipe cutting machine of the MTS series. 
Although it is one of the first machines designed by the company, the modularity of the project gives it a unique 
versatility, capable of quickly adapting to the most diverse requests.
By leveraging the versatility and robustness of the machine, the capacity of the enhanced MTP version has 
been further extended. With this new development it is possible to work copper tube in coil, up to Ø28x1,4 
mm, with bending radius equal to the diameter. The tube is calibrated, straightened, orbital cut and bent 
with frontal in-line mandrel, all in automatic cycle. This machine is the example of how even a consolidated 
technology can evolve substantially to create new products and approach new market sectors.
With reference to software developments, it is essential to talk about Industry 4.0 and how SMI machines 

are able to respond to the “smart factory” concept. Using all the modern 
technologies to connect production programming, parametric self-setting 
and data acquisition of the production process for historical and statistical 
use, it is possible to interface the machine with the Manufacturing 
Execution System (MES) and, in this way monitor in real time and remotely 
the operating conditions of the machinery, as well as the progress of the 
production orders. In addition to this - in order to minimize the downtime, 
improve the production accuracy and increase the production rates - SMI 
further developed the machines’ ability to be smart, providing them with 
IoT devices capable of implementing predictive maintenance logics.
It is with this spirit that SMI intends to fulfill its mission. A path in the 

direction of continuous improvement FOR and WITH its customers, to be built together day by day.

SMI

The pandemic and consequent lockdown pushed many 
remarkable changes in the world of communication: it is 
possible to see these changes as opportunities. One of 
them is that events, presentations, lectures and even
press conferences are played on-line, directly via 
web-streaming. The keystone is managing them in a 
professional way: interruptions, unstable connection and 
other problems can push away your audience; otherwise, if 
your event goes smoothly, it can be the right way to reach 
your public. Do you want to know how you can achieve 
this goal? Download the free quick guide written by the 
Inspire Communication’s experts that will help you in 
leading your online event to success.

YOUR
EVENTS
ARE NOW
ONLINE
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Over 40 years of industry experience.
Star Technology designs and manufactures CNC tube bending machines 
for processing, punching, deformation and finishing of the tube, special 
equipment and automation or control requests. Our business has more 
than 40 years of experience in the mechanical industries in the most 
diverse sectors: from mechanics, to the automotive world, from furniture 
to aeronautics, piping systems, fittings, karts, medical tubes etc. etc. We 
have always produced electromechanical tube bending machines, our 
modernity, precision, speed, silence, safety, reliability and environmental 
respect have been proven to be successful concerning traditional hydraulic 
benders.

STARTECNOLOGY

The pandemic and consequent lockdown pushed many 
remarkable changes in the world of communication: it is 
possible to see these changes as opportunities. One of 
them is that events, presentations, lectures and even
press conferences are played on-line, directly via 
web-streaming. The keystone is managing them in a 
professional way: interruptions, unstable connection and 
other problems can push away your audience; otherwise, if 
your event goes smoothly, it can be the right way to reach 
your public. Do you want to know how you can achieve 
this goal? Download the free quick guide written by the 
Inspire Communication’s experts that will help you in 
leading your online event to success.
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from the world

Coloured tubes in Berlin
Those who have been to Berlin will surely have noticed the large pink, 

purple and blue tubes that run along 
the streets of downtown. Few, however, 
know the reason for this original in-
stallation. The German capital rests on 
marshy ground and, in many cases, the 
water is just a couple of meters under-
ground: for this reason, after the fall of 
the Berlin Wall, several pipes have been 
installed to drain it and keep its level 
under control, avoiding that sudden 
elevations risked the collapse of houses 

and buildings. The path of coloured pipes pours what is collected into 
the river Spree and the many canals scattered around the city.
The pipes are developed following very slouching lines, a necessity - 
more than an aesthetic choice - linked to the particular climate of Berlin: 
the continuous temperature changes risk deforming the long cylinders 
causing their curvature. Finally, the particular colours of the pipes were 
chosen by a team of psychologists more than twenty years ago, with the 
aim of giving a touch of lightness to such intrusive installations in the 
urban landscape. Today, thanks to the atmosphere of Berlin, able to mix 
old architectures and avant-garde artists, the dinocculated and coloured 
pipes that wander around the city have become a real tourist attraction.

Et3, pneumatic tubes to travel from 
New York to Beijing in two hours
A system of tubes covering the entire globe, to travel at very high speed, 
from New York to Beijing in a couple of hours. Without polluting (im-
posing infrastructure aside) and with very little cost. It’s not a science fi-
ction movie, but a really ambitious project, called ET3 (Evacuated Tube 
Transport Technologies. The idea is simple all in all: a double pipeline 
- one in each direction - of tubes with a diameter of 1 and a half meters 
in which travel capsules the size of a car, with a couple of passengers on 
board. The capsules would travel without friction, thanks to an advan-
ced magnetic levitation system similar to that already used for Japanese 
Shinkansen trains, with speeds that could reach up to 6,500 kilometers 
per hour. Very high speeds, extremely low costs, no engine and therefo-
re almost no emissions and noise, punctuality guaranteed. Will this be 
the transport system of the future? 

curious news

Wavy hair with 
toilet paper tubes
The hairdressers are closed and 
you don’t know how to make wa-
ves in your hair by yourself? Oz-
zie Rizzo, one of the most sou-
ght-after hairdressers in London, 
on socials showed a homemade 
trick to boast a wonderful wavy 
hair.
What did he use? A dozen card-
board tubes of toilet paper rolls 
and some clips. After shampo-
oing, he combed dry the hair 
with a hair dryer, also giving a 
fairly superficial brush stroke and 
applying a few drops of oil, so as 
to eliminate the electrified effect. 
At this point, he took the tubes of 
the toilet paper and, starting from 
the ends, he wrapped the hair 
around them, fixing them on the 
head with hairpins. The curl must 
always be rolled backwards from 
the face, so as to create a natu-
ral and flowing result. The final 

touch is the application of hair-
spray, which should be left to dry 
for at least 10 seconds, perhaps 
using a hair dryer to better fix the 
whole thing. When the tubes are 
removed, the effect is a perfect 
torchon that, once opened with a 
wide-tooth comb, will turn into a 
wonderful wave. 
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Unpleasant smell from the plumbing 
in the house? Here are the natural 
remedies
Unpleasant smell from the bathroom or kitchen plumbing? It happens, if 
you do not perform routine maintenance of the pipes, especially when it 
is hot or raining. You have to be careful because behind a bad smell the-
re are moulds, bacteria and germs, which can also be harmful to your 
health. Environmental perfumers do not solve the problem at the root, 
too aggressive chemicals are harmful to health and the environment: it 
is better to aim, in case of need, at natural remedies, “grandmother’s” 
remedies. Vinegar and bicarbonate are an “explosive” mix. You have to 
put 100 grams of baking soda inside the malodorous pipe, then pour 
boiling water and vinegar into the sink: the effervescent reaction should 
not cause concern, after 10 hours the problem is solved. It is a remedy 
that can be applied periodically to prevent bad smells. The alternative 
is to pour 5 tablespoons of coarse salt and another 5 tablespoons of 
bicarbonate of soda into the drain, then a litre of boiling water. A disin-
fecting and sanitizing action is also carried out by the lemon juice, to be 
squeezed into the drain and left for a few minutes, and the boiling water 
with a little Marseille soap.

curious news

Emma Marrone 
in hydraulic 
version
“I’ll stay home and take it apart” 
writes Emma Marrone in plum-
bing. It’s not a carnival disguise in 
Super Mario style, but what was 
told on Instagram by the Salento 
singer, who worked hard to fix a 
broken pipe during lockdown.
“Hello. That happens too. A pipe 
broke. I can handle it.” So Emma 
Marrone accompanies the video 
where she improvises plumbing 
to fix a broken pipe in the home 
bathroom. In the pictures, which 
have depopulated the social me-
dia, things don’t seem to be going 
very well, but in the end the sin-
ger did a good job with pliers too: 
“I wanted to tell you that then the 
plumber came, the real one, be-
cause the problem was serious. 
But she told me that I was very 
good to understand that it was a 
broken pipe and let him find half 
of the work done... apart from the 
flooding!”, writes the singer in 
the video published in the stories. 

Gino Bartali and those documents 
hidden in the bicycle tube
There is also a tube, obviously of the bicycle, among the most significant 
memories of Gino Bartali, whose twentieth 
anniversary of his death occurred on May 
5, 2020. More than a cyclist a myth: he 
won three Giro d’Italia (1936, 1937, 1946) 
and two Tour de France (1938, 1948), in 
addition to many other races between the 
1930s and 1950s, he was the protagonist 
of the historic rivalry with Fausto Coppi 
that marked the Italian post-war imagina-
tion. In 2013 he was declared “just among nations” for his work against 
the Nazi-Fascists and in favour of the Jews during the Second World 
War. He brought from Florence to a nunnery in Assisi, hidden in the 
tubes of his bicycle, false documents intended for the Jews, with whom 
they changed identities and saved themselves from the raids of the Na-
zi-Fascists. “I received those documents from Cardinal Elia Della Costa 
of Florence and had to take them to Assisi. I was dressed as a runner. I 
looked like I was in training. Several times along the way I was stopped. 
But then the fascists recognized me and I left without being checked”, 
he would tell years later.
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India continues to be one of the most 
dynamic aluminium markets
Demand is driven especially by infrastructure projects there. This deve-
lopment is also reflected by ALUMINIUM INDIA 2021.
India is among the fastest growing aluminium markets. The industry is 
expanding its capacities and investing in new technologies to satisfy 
the rising demands in the energy, transport, construction and packaging 
sectors.  
ALUMINIUM INDIA 2021 will mirror how this market is developing 

early next year. From 4 to 6 February the biggest industry event on this 
subcontinent will take place in Bhubaneswar, at the heart of the Indian 
aluminium industry. The trade fair will be accompanied by the renow-
ned INCAL Conference organised by the Aluminium Association of In-
dia (AAI). 2,500 visitors and 120 exhibitors from India, China, North 
America and Europe are expected to visit the 7th edition of ALUMI-
NIUM INDIA – ranging from international technology providers to re-
gional producers and processors.  
Growth markets e-mobility, electric systems and smart cities
In India it is especially infrastructure projects that drive growth and open 
up market opportunities for the aluminium industry. One of the biggest 
projects here is the modernisation of the power grid but commercial 
construction and smart cities are also inducing demand.  
India also wants to take e-mobility to the next level: by 2030 30% of 
all new vehicles registered are to be e-vehicles, from 2030 only passen-
ger cars with battery drive are planned to be registered. State funding 
for this has increased markedly. The two Japanese manufacturers Toyota 
and Suzuki have already announced the wish to jointly develop a model 
exclusively for India.  

Digitalization 
as competitive 
advantage: 
KRAUS Austria 
launches product 
configurator for 
conveyor rollers 
powered by 
CADENAS 
“At the pulse of time” - Interview 
about successful digitization and 
sales strategies for component 
manufacturers
It is more important than ever for 
component manufacturers to be 
well positioned in terms of digi-
talization. The current situation in 
particular shows that companies 
that rely on digital sales strategies 
are already better positioned and 
will find it even easier to secure 
their competitiveness in the futu-
re. KRAUS Austria, whose con-
veyor rollers are used by well-k-
nown global players in the field 
of conveying technology and 
logistics, has also realized this. 
KRAUS Austria has recognized 
the necessity for the digitaliza-
tion of processes and is investing 
in the successful implementation 
of its digitalization strategy in ti-
mes of this worldwide exceptio-
nal situation in order to position 
itself even better on the European 
market in the future.
The core of the strategy is in 
particular the implementation 
of a digital product catalog with 
intelligent engineering data, 

from the business world 

news
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so-called digital twins. These are 
intended to offer the manufactu-
rer’s customers for conveyor rol-
ler an outstanding online service 
and to support engineers in their 
daily work, thus ensuring a shor-
ter time-to-market. Customers 
and interested parties can now 
put together three series of con-
veyor rollers with a high number 
of variants themselves and then 
download them free of charge as 
3D CAD models and 2D drawin-
gs in the desired CAD format and 
use them in the CAD system. Fur-
ther products will follow shortly. 
KRAUS Austria is sure that the re-
turn on investment (ROI) will be 
reached quickly: The improved 
digital customer service will have 
a positive effect on the worldwide 
findability of KRAUS Austria pro-
ducts, customer loyalty and sales 
figures.
The authorized signatory Alexan-
der Wagner explains in an in-
terview the motives of KRAUS 
Austria regarding digitalization 
as well as the successful support 
of its customers and component 
buyers, which include well-k-
nown logistics companies such 
as Deutsche Post, Siemens, Ama-
zon, Zalando and various inter-
national airports.
The topic of digitization is cur-
rently on everyone’s lips. What 

changes will it bring with it and what strategies can component manu-
facturers derive from it?
“With increasing digitalization, it will be very important in the future 
to network the most diverse supply chains, whether suppliers or custo-
mers, more closely with each other. For component manufacturers, this 
means that they must provide their customers with more digital product 
information with maximum convenience. This will enable designers to 
develop their products easily and quickly using digital twins. Especially 
in the field of materials handling technology, component suppliers will 
only be able to establish themselves in the market in the future if they 
provide 3D CAD models and 2D drawings of their products in an un-
complicated way. Because such complex conveyor systems always have 
to be specially designed for the respective application. At the end of the 
day, there will always be designers involved who strategically plan the 
conveyor system and benefit enormously from existing engineering data 
and the simple configuration of components.”
To what extent is digitization something that plays a strategically im-
portant role for medium-sized companies at this time?
“Especially in the current time of this exceptional situation and social 
restrictions, the investment in digitization and solutions such as the pro-
duct configurator of CADENAS pays off. We at KRAUS Austria would 
like to set an example that we as a medium-sized company do not over-
sleep the topic of digitalization. On the contrary, we want to use the 
resulting chances and always be one step ahead and actively shape the 
future with our ideas. Thanks to modern technology, highly motivated 
employees and well-filled stocks, we are fully capable of delivering 
even in the current crisis and look forward to working on orders together 
with our customers.”
How can component manufacturers efficiently address the issue of di-
gitization and intelligent product data?
“For more than two years now, the company KRAUS Austria, a specialist 
for support and motorized rollers, conveyor components, lifting tables 
and factory equipment, has been strategically focusing on the topic of 
digitization. In 2019, we reinvested almost 40% of the company’s an-
nual turnover in buildings, machines, employees and above all in digiti-
zation. Before I joined KRAUS Austria, I myself worked in the IT industry 
and had insights into the added value that digitization can bring. One 
thing is certain, however, that it is of central importance to make more 
high-quality content or extensive product information available to cu-
stomers and interested parties as easily as possible. In the course of this, 
we have already implemented several online shops on our website. The 
“creme de la crème” is now the new configurator for conveyor rollers.”
What role does the KRAUS Austria product configurator play in provi-
ding intelligent product data?
“For a long time now, we at KRAUS Austria have had the idea to provide 
our customers with the conveyor rollers of our series production as mul-
ti CAD capable 3D models and 2D drawings in a simple and fast way 
via a platform integrated into our company website. Under the motto 
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“Build your own conveyor roller” we would like to offer customers and 
interested parties the possibility to assemble or configure our conveyor 
rollers virtually by themselves and to download the engineering data in 
their respective CAD formats as well as 2D drawings.”
“It was also important for the implementation to find the right solution 
partner. KRAUS Austria has a very large product variation and produces 
one million conveyor rollers in 1,500 different designs per year. The 
tube diameter, the axle, the rolling floor or the type of drive, for exam-
ple, vary. We understand that nowadays it is more important than ever 
that our customers can assemble the products themselves according to 
their needs, integrate the product data quickly and easily into the desi-
gn and thus significantly improve their time-to-market. With a product 
configurator for our standard conveyor rollers, which we have imple-

mented with CADENAS, 
the specialist for the di-
gitization of technical 
product information, we 
are now in direct contact 
with engineers and desi-
gners in addition to the 
buyers. From our point of 
view, they are ultimately 
making the choice for the 

components. Our product configurator must therefore optimally cover 
their needs. After all, when the bill of material is created on the basis 
of the CAD drawing, the order is virtually triggered by the purchasing 
department.”
How do digital tools effectively support your company in expanding its 
international sales strategy?
“In order to remain competitive and position itself on the international 
market, the provision of digital product data and information in nu-
merous languages will be crucial. At KRAUS Austria, for example, the 
conveyor roller is the number one export hit and we export it to many 
European countries. With a digital tool, such as the interactive product 
configurator, we can reach customers and interested parties throughout 
Europe in English, German and soon seven other languages, without ha-
ving to be present with sales representatives directly in the local market 
of the respective countries. In the future, French designers for example 
will be able to find out about KRAUS Austria products online, get detai-
led information about their specific features in their own language and, 
based on this information, assemble the required idler for their applica-
tion and then download it free of charge as a CAD model. As it is still 
much easier for many designers to configure a component in their own 
language. Our new multilingual service will make it even easier for us 
to generate qualified sales leads throughout Europe.”
“Despite the improved digital customer service, the personal advice 
provided by our employees will of course continue to play a major role 
in our digitization process. We would like to be available as consul-

ting experts. In direct contact, for 
example, we can find out all the 
necessary information about the 
purpose and location of our con-
veyor rollers planned by the cu-
stomer. This is because the type of 
transport rollers vary depending 
on which loads (e.g. Euro pallets, 
mesh boxes or packages) are to 
be transported in which logisti-
cs facility. This is how we ensure 
that our customers have configu-
red the right product to deliver. 
In this way, we connect the two 
worlds by providing our digital 
content in a digitally advanced 
way thanks to the CADENAS so-
lution and making our products 
internationally findable. At the 
same time, we support our custo-
mers with our proven expertise as 
a down-to-earth, family-run com-
pany.”
“To further intensify the contact 
with direct customers, we have 
set up our own video conference 
room with a large screen and HD 
resolution camera. This allows us 
to present the new product confi-
gurator to customers and intere-
sted parties in video conferences 
and at the same time ensure fa-
ce-to-face consultation with the 
customer.”
In times of digitalization, KRAUS 
Austria relies on its new con-
veyor rollers configurator and on 
comprehensive personal consul-
tation, for example by means of 
video conferencing. 
What opportunities arise from 
the increased use of digital ser-
vices at KRAUS Austria and how 
do customers and KRAUS Austria 
employees benefit?
“The use of digital tools, such as 
our online shops and the product 
configurator for conveyor roller, 
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Seamless linking of sheet metal 
storage systems and processing 
machines 
An efficient, fully-automated ma-
terial flow offers companies signi-
ficant time and cost advantages in 
sheet metal processing. This is why 
KASTO has now expanded its pro-
duct portfolio with a manipulator 
for the unmanned handling of she-
et metal. The manipulator seam-
lessly connects the manufacturer’s 
fully-automatic storage systems 
with laser cutting machines from 
various suppliers.
KASTO’s new and cost-effective 
sheet metal manipulator is suitable for separating sheets, feeding va-
rious processing machines and removing good parts and remnants. It is 
equipped with a vacuum cross bar, which picks up individual sheets in 
pre-prepared packages from the storage facility and places them on the 
table of the respective processing machine. The lasered individual parts 
and the residual sheet skeleton can also be removed from the working 
area of the machine using the rake cross bar. This permits unstaffed pro-
duction at high throughput speeds and relieves staff of the laborious and 
potentially risky task of handling the large-format sheets.
One special advantage of this KASTO solution is that it can be flexibly 
combined with machines from different manufacturers, so users can be 

independent in their 
choice of machine 
suppliers and can 
implement com-
plete, tailor-made 
systems to match 
the requirements 
of their sheet metal 

processing perfectly. Customers also have a range of options with the 
storage technology: among other applications, the KASTO UNITOWER 
and UNILINE sheet metal storage systems can be used together with the 
manipulator. With its compact and space-saving design, the manipula-
tor can be easily integrated into almost any production environment. 
This seamless connection of storage facility and processing machines is 
an economical and sustainable alternative for both steel distributors and 
industrial manufacturing companies.

news

significantly reduces the wor-
kload for customers and KRAUS 
Austria employees and minimizes 
previous research and waiting ti-
mes for CAD models.”
“In the past, this was much more 
complex from a sales point of 
view. With the new service for 
conveyor rollers, we no longer 
have to acquire customers indi-
vidually by mail or telephone. At 
the same time, we no longer have 
to manually design componen-
ts for individual inquiries. This 
helps our customers to bring their 
products to market much faster. 
Whatever their requirements, cu-
stomers can now easily and qui-
ckly assemble idlers, download 
them in over 150 CAD formats 
and save valuable time in product 
design.”
“A very important advantage of 
the comprehensive digital ser-
vice in the area of our standard 
products, such as the conveyor 
rollers, is that KRAUS Austria and 
its customers have more time 
and capacity for creative product 
development. In the future, our 
design engineers and sales staff 
will be able to concentrate more 
intensively on the area of special 
solutions and bring them faster to 
the market. Currently we produ-
ce about 500 different conveyor 
rollers per month in different lot 
sizes starting from lot size 1. The-
se conveyor rollers do not cor-
respond to the standard and are 
therefore directly tailored to the 
customers’ needs. These include, 
for example, polygonal conveyor 
rollers or conveyor rollers with 
brushes, etc. This will enable us 
to further improve our customer 
service in the product area of spe-
cial solutions.”
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wire Russia will take place in Moscow 
in 2021 parallel to Tube Russia, 
Metallurgy Russia and Litmash 
Russia 
The leading regional Russian trade fair for the wire and cable industry - 
wire Russia - will take place in the Russian metropolis from 8 to 10 June 
2021. Around 200 companies from 25 countries are expected at the 
Moscow EXPOCENTRE in Krasnaya Presnya.
Together with its local partner VNIIKP, All-Russian Cable Scientific Re-
search and Development Institute, Messe Düsseldorf Moscow will once 
again be staging the regional highlight of the wire and cable industry 

in 2021 in Hall 1 of EXPO-
CENTRE over three days.
Many companies from Rus-
sia, its neighbouring coun-
tries and from Germany, 
Belgium, the Netherlands, 
France, Great Britain, Au-
stria, Switzerland and Italy 
will be travelling to the Rus-
sian capital to establish new 
business relations, intensify 
existing contacts and pre-
sent technological innova-

tions from the wire and cable industry.
The exhibitors at wire Russia show machines and plants for wire pro-
duction and wire refinement, forming technology, spring production te-
chnology, cable and strand machines, tools and aids for process engine-
ering as well as measuring and control technology. The product range is 
supplemented by wire rod, bright wire, wire mesh, special wire, cables 
and plates.
The trade fairs Tube Russia, Metallurgy Russia and Litmash Russia are 
held parallel to wire Russia. 
Current technologies in the fields of tube manufacturing, tube proces-
sing and tube machining are the focus of Tube Russia 2021. Once again, 
the ITA (International Tube Association) together with Messe Düsseldorf 
will be organising a Tube Industry Development 2021 seminar, which 
will focus on practical applications for tubes and tube technologies. 
Tube Russia 2021 is organised and carried out by Metal-Expo together 
with Messe Düsseldorf Moscow. 
Further information on wire Russia 2021 and Tube Russia 2021 can be 
found in the Internet portals at: www.wire-russia.com and www.Tu-
be-russia.com.

A World without 
Tubes, Wire and 
Cable - Hard to 
Imagine! 
They are indispensable because 
without wire, cable and tubes 
buildings cannot be errected, bri-
dges cannot be built and airpla-
nes cannot take off. And all of the 
digital transformation would not 
be possible without cables, wire 
and tubes either. 

This is why the key players in the-
se industries will meet at Düss-
eldorf Exhibition Centre from 7 
to 11 December 2020 to present 
the latest machinery and equi-
pment for wire and tube manu-
facturing, finishing and proces-
sing, finished products, products 
and services at the world’s most 
relevant sector events, wire and 
Tube. Approximately 2,000 exhi-
bitors from around 50 countries 
are expected. 
wire 2020 will be presented in 
halls 10 to 17, exhibitors of Tube 
2020 will show their innovations 
in the halls 5, 6, 7.a and 7 as well 
as in 8a, 8b and 9.  

Sustainable, environmentally 
friendly, energy-saving and in-
novative: this is how most ma-
nufacturing companies want to 
come across to the public. But 
the path to achieving this is a 
long and winding one, especially 
for the resource-intensive tech-
nology companies in the wire, 
cable and tube industries. All the 
more why Messe Düsseldorf is 
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focusing on the ecoMetals Cam-
paign: for the duration of the tra-
de fair there will now, for the first 
time, be guided tours, so-called 
ecoMetals-trails. These will guide 
visitors to the stands of exhibitors 
with sustainable, resource-saving 
and low-emission production.   

wire 2020
The exhibitors at wire 2020 will 
present machinery and equip-
ment for wire production, wire 
processing and finishing, process 
technology tools and auxiliaries, 
materials, glass fibre technolo-
gies, special wires and cables, 
measuring, control technology 
and inspection engineering, me-
shwelding machines, Fastener 
and Spring Technology.
For the first time finished pro-
ducts i.e. technical springs and 
fasteners will be presented, too. 
This means the entire value chain 
from machinery and equipment 
for wire and cable production 
and their processing and finishing 
all the way down to the finished 
products will be on show.  

Tube 2020
Tube 2020 shows the complete 
process chain of the tube indu-
stry – from machinery and equi-
pment for tube production, tube 
finishing and processing through 
raw materials, tubes and acces-
sories, second-hand machinery, 
process technology tools, auxi-
liaries to measuring and control 
technology and inspection engi-
neering. Tube trade, tube bending 
and sawing, OCTG technology, 
pipelines, profiles, machines and 
Plastic Tubes complement the 

broad, comprehensive range. 

Two premieres as part of Tube Düsseldorf
Specially signposted under the heading Saw EXPO will be sawing and 
industrial cutting technologies as part of Tube. From 8 to 11 June 2021 
Saw EXPO will then be held as a separate trade fair at the Friedrich-
shafen fairgrounds. Interested companies can register online at www.
sawexpo.de.  This special-interest trade fair is all about sawing machines 
and alternative cutting technologies, trowel equipment, deburring tools, 
accessories, consumables as well as peripheral machinery and systems. 
Saw jobbers, second-hand machinery, associations, publishing houses, 
service providers, science and research will complement the ranges. 
Premiere for WTT-Expo, special-interest fair for industrial heat exchan-
gers and heat transfer technology held in Düsseldorf for the first time 
from 7 to 9 December 2020.  After all, energy-efficient systems for heat 
transfer are in high demand. Energy is increasingly becoming a cost fac-
tor for companies. As a result, manufacturing companies, in particular, 

will start investing more in energy efficiency again. According to the 
current Energy Efficiency Index (EEI) nearly three quarters of all compa-
nies spend more than ten percent of their total investment on this. 

International Satellites on Dynamic Markets of the Future 
Over a period of 30 years wire and Tube Düsseldorf have developed into 
the leading trade fairs of their industries – and on an international scale 
there are also eleven satellites featuring the themes of wire, cable and 
tubes. Market leaders in their respective regions, they provide impul-
ses for the local industries and boast a high growth potential. Satellites 
in  Russia, Brazil, China, Thailand, India and the USA therefore now 
form part of the portfolio of the Metal and Flow Technologies Trade Fairs 
made by Messe Düsseldorf.
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it was to have uniform definitions 
for basic elements for a large part 
of the diverse range of products 
in mechanical and plant engi-
neering. The simplest example is 
machine identification, including 
features such as manufacturer, se-
rial number, year of manufacture 
and machine type.
Here, various VDMA departmen-
ts – such as Electrical Drive En-
gineering, Plastics and Rubber 
Machinery, Machine Vision, Me-
tallurgy, Robotics and Machine 
Tools – are currently drawing up 
the Basic Companion Specifica-
tion OPC UA for Machinery. “The 
first version is scheduled for pu-
blication later this year,” announ-
ced Hartmut Rauen.

The machine tool industry was 
also at the forefront of this pro-
cess. An initiative to develop an 
open, standardised interface was 
presented back in 2017. Here, 
too, an early decision was taken 
in favour of OPC UA as the base 
technology. Just two years later, a 
showcase featuring 70 partners 
from ten countries demonstrated 
at EMO Hannover that it was pos-
sible to connect 110 machines to 
28 software services distributed 
across the exhibition grounds in 
a system which functions to all 
intents and purposes on a “plug 
and play” basis. In addition, the 
VDW launched the umati – uni-
versal machine tool interface la-
bel back in 2018, a brand aimed 
primarily at customers all over 
the world.
In the meantime, numerous other 
OPC UA Companion Specifica-
tions have been developed by the 

umati – on its way to becoming the 
global language of production
Mechanical and plant engineering 
sector propelling industry towards 
Industry 4.0 
During press conference the VDMA and VDW announced to join forces 
to promote the use and dissemination of OPC UA standards throughout 
the mechanical engineering sector under the umati label.
“Cross-industry and cross-technology marketing will take our customers 
a significant step forward,” said Dr. Wilfried Schäfer, Executive Director 
of the VDW (German Machine Tool Builders’ Association), explaining 
the strategy at the associations’ joint press conference in Frankfurt am 
Main.

“Manufacturing companies have not only machine tools but also their 
own individual mix of machines, equipment, robots and systems. If all 
these technologies can exist in a common ecosystem which is ideal 
for producing plug-and-play solutions, this will save end users a lot of 
time and money,” Schäfer continued. Hartmut Rauen, Deputy Executive 
Director of the VDMA (German Engineering Federation), added: “Over 
30 specialist groupings in more than 17 associations are working on 
technology-specific interfaces, the “Companion Specifications”. This 
high level of collaboration forms the basis of true, open interoperability 
between machines and software systems, from the shop floor to the 
cloud. Only the VDMA has the means to unite the necessary integrative 
forces from the wide range of production domains.“

The mechanical and plant engineering sector adopted OPC UA as the 
standard for data exchange from an early stage. This is because OPC UA 
provides a uniform framework for machine and system interoperability. 
Having adopted a bottom-up approach, it became clear how important 
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“We expect to see the first concrete products based on the OPC UA 
Specification for Machine Tools providing connectivity to customers in 
the second half of this year,” said Schäfer. “For our partners it is therefore 
all the more important that the development of the umati community 
also adheres to this roadmap in providing clear visibility and raising 
awareness levels,” he continued.
“The VDW and VDMA have decided to take care of this together in 
future. Production managers all over the world must be able to count 
on machines from any given manufacturer being able to speak the same 
language, thus turning the claim of umati – Connecting the World of 
Machinery, into reality,” concluded Rauen.

Stefan Hoppe, President OPC Foundation says “The OPC Foundation 
welcomes and supports these activities of the VDMA and VDW: uma-
ti as a performance promise of interoperable production for the entire 
mechanical and plant engineering industry is an internationally unique 
concentration of forces.”

VDMA and its partner organisa-
tions. In order to give these speci-
fications greater visibility and to 
increase their usage levels, umati 
is now being extended to cover 
the entire mechanical and plant 
engineering industry as a com-
munity for the use and marketing 
of OPC UA Companion Specifi-
cations.
The new name umati – universal 
machine technology interface 
represents a performance promi-
se of interoperable production. 
umati is a brand and label for a 
community that has come to-
gether to propagate the OPC UA 
standards within the mechanical 
and plant engineering sector. It 
provides a framework for joint 
marketing, public relations, de-
monstration of use cases and for 
end customer communication. It 
is based on the OPC UA interface 
standardisation in various bran-
ches of mechanical and plant 
engineering. “That is why in the 
future we will always be referring 
to the latest version of the OPC 
UA Companion Specification for 
Machine Tools“, explains Wilfri-
ed Schäfer from the VDW.

The next steps include further 
optimisation of the relevant Com-
panion Specifications, dissemina-
tion of the respective standards, 
and the staging of showcases at 
trade fairs. The umati showcases 
highlight the cross-industry use 
of various OPC UA standards in 
a practical way, aimed at demon-
strating the suitability of OPC 
UA standards for everyday use in 
production to the diverse range of 
customers.
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On May 28, a Virtual Open Hou-
se dedicated to the main Prima 
Power and Prima Additive solu-
tions is scheduled as our second 
event. This is an opportunity for 
the Group to be presented throu-
gh its entire range of products: 
from laser systems for industrial 
applications to sheet metal wor-
king machines and additive tech-
nology – a truly global event in 
which the Prima Industrie mana-
gement will explain the innova-
tions and technological expertise 
of the Group.
With a constant view towards cu-
stomer support, Prima Industrie 
is committed to ensuring both 
the continuation of commercial 
activities, particularly through vi-
deo conferencing platforms, and 
service activities. Thanks to the 
widespread international cove-
rage offered by a service network 
present in over 80 countries, the 
company is able to guarantee ef-
ficient field interventions, asses-
sed on a case by case basis and 
respecting the safety of all em-
ployees. Added to this is a vast 
range of well proven, phone and 
online remote assistance services, 
such as Industry 4.0 solutions to 
maximize production efficiency  
thanks to Big Data, along with hi-
ghly innovative IoT technologies 
and Augmented Reality.

Prima Industrie 
presents prima@home
The Group’s new streaming platform is born, designed to offer events, 
demos, webinars, presentations, courses, and to be close to its custo-
mers all over the world. 

Turin, April 30, 2020 - Despite the global emergency situation, Prima 
Industrie S.p.A. remains fully committed to being constantly active and 
always close to its customers, whilst in compliance with the necessary 
safety standards to protect the community. The company, a leader in the 
high-tech sector of laser and sheet metal processing systems and electro-
nic components for industrial applications, is pleased to announce the 
launch of the new Prima@Home digital channel, a tool that projects 
the Group’s communication beyond geographical borders and barriers.
The result of a process developed over the past few years and of the 
increasingly global dimension of the Group, Prima@Home is the new 
Prima Industrie streaming platform, designed to offer a complete range 
of services: from live formats such as events, demos, webinars, presen-
tations and training courses, to live video demonstrations of the Group’s 
products, and the “on demand” streaming of a wide variety of content.
The new tool, which integrates with the traditional communication 
channels of Prima Industrie, is able to establish through the potential of 
the internet, a direct connection with our Technology Centers in Italy, 
Finland, China and the United States. This allows us to show the ca-
pabilities of our machines to our customers and prospects all over the 
world and to guarantee continuous and efficient assistance, despite re-
strictions on travel and distancing.
“We are now ready for a gradual new start, looking to the future with 
optimism and energy and striving further to be quick and innovative in 
adopting the most modern tools and to be always “Next To You” com-
mented Ezio Basso, CEO of Prima Industrie, who added “Prima@Home 
is our contribution to a new sustainable restart. We break down the 
distances and barriers of our Tech Centers to welcome customers whe-
rever they are and at any time”.
In addition to the numerous virtual demonstrations of our products alre-
ady made or planned for customers around the world, the platform will 
host the live streaming of the first two scheduled events, designed for 
a worldwide audience and therefore organized in two distinct sessions 
during one day, in order to reach customers globally by covering diffe-
rent time zones.
The first event will be held on May 14, with a Virtual Open House de-
dicated to Systems, in which the operation of the machines and lines 
located inside a Prima Power Technology showroom will be presented 
via live footage, followed by a demonstration of the potential and versa-
tility of our software solutions.
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SLM Solutions 
launches Additive 
Alliance Against 
Corona 
SLM Solutions has launched Ad-
ditive Alliance Against Corona, 
an initiative to combine the for-
ces of the Additive Manufacturing 
industry to fight together against 
the effects of the Coronavirus. 
The objective of the alliance is to 
combine the forces of companies 
in the AM industry and to take 
advantage of 3D printing’s rapid 
response time. Since 3D printing 

is already used in the production of medical components and the too-
ling to produce medical components, we can quickly leverage machi-
nes and processes already certified to the current European “Medical 
Device Regulation” (MDR) and ISO 13485 guidelines. SLM® machines 
in the USA are already printing metal injection molding tools for face 
shield production showing that additive manufacturing can contribute 
to combatting the crisis quickly.   SLM Solutions invites all companies 
and organizations that can provide support in the form of production, 
development or logistics capacities, for example, or that already have 
concrete ideas and need a partner to implement them to join the Addi-
tive Alliance Against Corona. 

Tube 2020 / Düsseldorf
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tech an advantage in the market, 
as it is a guarantee for customers 
that the dump tippers are made 
out of high-quality steel.
“Hardox 450 ensures durability 
of the tipper trailer,” Hajdinjak 
says. “Buying a trailer with a body 
made of Hardox has many advan-
tages. The life span is longer due 
to less wear and tear, and there 
is a bigger marketability because 
of the customer knowledge of the 
material.” 

About Farmtech:
• Austrian-owned agricultural 
equipment company with factory  
 facilities in Ljutomer, Slovenia
• Has been dedicated to farming 
equipment for over 50 years
• Part of Komptech Group and one 
of the leading agricultural machine 
 companies in Europe
• Core markets: Austria, Croatia, 
 Germany, Hungary, Serbia, 
 Slovenia and Switzerland

SSAB steel used by Farmtech:
• Hardox® 450 wear plate 
 throughout the body of the 
 Gravis 2000 agricultural dump 
 tipper:
- 8-millimeter thickness in the 
 floor
- 6-millimeter thickness in the 
 walls
• Hardox® steel is also used  
 in other parts that are subject 
 to wear and tear, such as trailer  
 parts and knives in spreaders

Farmtech’s tippers can transport up to 
26 tons of material as Hardox® steel 
makes the body lighter
Slovenian tipper body specialist Farmtech constructs high-quality equi-
pment for the demanding agricultural industry, which runs continuous 
transports with heavy loads. The recipe for the success of the heavy-duty 
dump tipper Gravis 2000 is to use Hardox® 450 wear plate throughout 
the model’s body.
Farmers haul not only grain but also heavy soil and rocks, so they need 
the highest level of quality for their agricultural machinery as they want 
the equipment to last longer. 
“Hardox is a material that corresponds to all our needs,” says Miro Haj-
dinjak, development manager at Farmtech. “We have been using Har-
dox steel for many years, so we knew that it would be the perfect fit for 
the Gravis 2000. We decided to design the tipper body entirely out of 
Hardox 450, which gave an extra advantage.”

The most critical part is the floor, which is subject to very big loads. But 
the sides of the tipper body also need to withstand a lot of wear and tear. 
“Having Hardox in our tippers means we can use a thinner wear plate 
because it is stronger than other steel materials. A thinner, yet stronger 
steel, means reduced weight of the tipper, so end customers can incre-
ase the loads they transport,” Hajdinjak explains.
Road regulations specify a maximum weight for vehicles, so the more 
material the tipper can carry, the fewer trips it needs to make. Even with 
a payload of 26 tons, the end customer complies with vehicle weight 
regulations, reducing fuel consumption. The productivity of the Gravis 
2000 is also boosted by the longer life span that Hardox® steel offers.
The conical shape of Farmtech’s Gravis 2000 dumper body is made 
exclusively out of Hardox® 450 wear plate. This ensures endurance du-
ring the hard work of the agricultural industry, transporting dirt and big 
rocks, both off-road and on-road. 
Being a Hardox® In My Body customer program member gives Farm-
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UKF Stainless 
are pleased to 
announce the 
launch of their 
new website
Worcestershire based UKF Stain-
less, a major stockist and supplier 
of welded stainless-steel tube, 
stainless steel exhaust tube, stain-
less steel sheet, stainless steel bar 
and other stainless-steel products 
used in the automotive, decorati-
ve, dairy, water, marine, fabrica-
tion and petrochemical industries 
are pleased to launch their new 
website. 

UKF Stainless is inviting visitors 
to explore the new website. The 
website has been designed to 
provide the ultimate user-friendly 
experience with improved navi-
gation and functionality throu-

ghout, allowing customers to access 
detailed product information and 
images. 
Created with the user experience fir-
mly in mind, the website has been 
designed using the latest technology, 
so the site is compatible with today’s 
browsers and mobile devices. 
This new website will enable custo-
mers to more easily access the full 
range of services, ensuring that UKF 
Stainless continues to be a market le-
ader in meeting all their customers ever growing requirements. 
  
An increasing demand from both UK and international customers was 
the driving factor for the new website, but UKF Stainless are mindful of 
their local market. Mr. Phil Morris, chairman explained “More people 
are turning to the Internet to find local and national services. Those with 
enhanced brand awareness and excellent products will stand out from 
competitors. Our site is well designed and communicates just how im-
pressive our products and services really are.” 
An updated website also provides the opportunity to receive interacti-
ve feedback from consumers. “A modern site gives you so many inva-
luable ways to connect with your customers,” said Phil. “There’s really 
no excuse for organisations to be out of touch with the public in this day 
and age, and we’re committed to forging meaningful connections with 
our customers however we can.” 
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Vaisala unveils high-end industrial 
Indigo transmitter to enable 
world-class data and smart decisions
Vaisala’s decades of success as the market’s most popular humidity tran-
smitter manufacturer continues with the newly launched Indigo 520 
Transmitter that combines the latest technology with outstanding new 
features. Capable of accommodating up to two probes simultaneously, 
the transmitter brings enhanced convenience, compatibility and con-
tinuous accuracy to even the harshest of industrial measurement envi-
ronments.

Vaisala, a global leader in weather, environmental, and industrial mea-
surements, introduced today the new industrial level Vaisala Indigo 520 
Transmitter, which has been designed to bring extensive benefits and 
ease of use to demanding industrial applications.
“I am very excited to welcome the new Indigo 520 Transmitter to the 
modular Indigo product family. The Indigo compatible products are the 
premium choice for providing high-quality data from a multitude of in-
dustrial processes. The new transmitter has what it takes to perform even 
in the harshest and most extreme industrial environments,” says Product 
Manager Jarkko Ruonala from Vaisala.
“Industrial systems depend heavily on reliable sensors. The data must 
not only be accurate and reliable, it also needs to be easily accessible 
and clearly visualized. This way, users can base their decisions on the 
best possible data, which is where the new Indigo 520 excels. As we 
know; decisions can only be as good as the data,” Ruonala says.

The Indigo 520 is a durable, metal transmitter, compatible with Vai-
sala’s comprehensive range of Indigo compatible smart probes for hu-

midity, temperature, dew point, 
carbon dioxide, vaporized hydro-
gen peroxide, and moisture in oil 
measurements. It can accommo-
date up to two detachable mea-
surement probes simultaneously, 
measuring the same, or different, 
parameters at the same time. The 
probes can be swapped quickly 
and easily whenever needed. 
The transmitter has an IP66- and 
NEMA 4 -rated robust metal en-
closure, and a touchscreen di-
splay made of hardened glass.

“Ensuring smooth and continuo-
us process measurements, even 
during calibration and mainte-
nance activities, is key to grea-
ter reliability and efficiency. The 
dual-probe connectivity puts the 
Indigo 520 Transmitter into the 
front line of your favorite tools; 
not only does it make installation 
and setup easy, but it also enables 
continuous measurements and 
extensive connectivity options,” 
comments Ruonala.
 
The Indigo 520 Transmitter di-
splays live measurements and 
transmits them to automation sy-
stems through analog signals and 
relays, or digitally using Modbus 
TCP/IP protocol over the Ether-
net. The transmitter’s Ethernet 
connection also provides a web 
interface and cybersecurity that 
meets modern standards. 

The Vaisala Indigo 520 Transmit-
ter will be available in June 2020.

Vaisala’s Indigo family - a smart 
solution to a range of industrial 
measurement needs 
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VICTREX CT Cryogenic Polymer
has been selected by Advanced
Engineering Valves after
satisfied with Shell MESC 
specifications
Ball valves: reliability and improved sealing to meet the requirements of 
the extremely low temperatures found in liquid and compressed natural 
gas.

Advanced Engineering Valves (AEV), part of the Emerson Group and a 
leader in heavy duty cryogenic ball valves, has specified a high perfor-
mance cryogenic PEEK polymer from Victrex to help improve applica-
tion uptime and safety for 
its customers. The 2XC™ 
C ball valves manufactu-
red by the Belgian com-
pany are based on dual 
eccentric, cavity free tech-
nology and are designed 
to meet the most stringent 
requirements, potentially 
reducing the initial pur-
chase cost due to their 
high reliability and main-
tenance-free cryogenic 
services.

The VICTREX CT 100 
cryogenic polymer has 
been specially developed 
by Victrex for insert appli-
cations. After successfully 
passing Design Validation 
Testing (DVT) at AEV, the 
polymer is now used in 
the company’s 900 class 
ball valves from 1/2 to 18 inches. This cryogenic polymer is specified 
as thermally suitable for temperatures from -196 to +150°C and offers 
structural strength at high temperatures without compromising perfor-
mance at low temperatures, as competitive materials do. DVT at AEV 
has been conducted in line with Shell’s Material and Equipment Stan-
dards and Code (MESC) specification, which is regarded as a standard 

The Indigo product family pro-
vides an ideal solution for mul-
ti-parameter measurements with 
flexible connectivity. A modular 
design allows users to choose 
and mix the elements that are a 
needed to operate in the most 
demanding industrial environ-
ments.

The product family consists of 
interchangeable smart probes, 
robust transmitters, and Vaisa-
la Insight PC Software. Together 
they create a strong chain of data 
to improve industrial processes 
in terms of ensuring energy-effi-
ciency, safety, and end-product 
quality.

The probes employ Vaisala’s re-
nowned sensor technologies, 
such as HUMICAP®, CAR-
BOCAP®, DRYCAP® and PE-
ROXCAP®, which Vaisala con-
tinuously develops to guarantee 
leading edge performance.
Backed up by the world-leading 
measurement sensor technolo-
gies, the Indigo family covers 
a comprehensive range of me-
asurement parameters, such as 
humidity and temperature, dew 
point, moisture in oil, carbon 
dioxide (CO2) and vaporized hy-
drogen peroxide (H2O2).

Indigo transmitters enable data 
visualization, easy access to 
probe configuration, and more 
options for connectivity, supply 
voltage, and wiring. Vaisala’s Insi-
ght PC Software facilitates on-site 
configuration, diagnostics, and 
self-calibration.
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and is widely accepted in the energy industry as a key test protocol and 
prerequisite for industrial acceptance. 

“Our valves have successfully passed all aspects of cryogenic testing 
using VICTREX CT 100 polymer. Meeting the Shell MESC test requi-
rements is a major breakthrough that opens up potential new uses for 
major OEMs in the industry,” said Francis Carpio, Operational Director at 
Emerson A.E. Valves. Typically, Victrex thermoplastic polymers are asso-

ciated with performan-
ce such as high tempe-
ratures, high chemical 
resistance and a unique 
profile of mechanical 
properties.

“Many sealing applica-
tions in cryogenic tem-
peratures are typically 
made with fluoropoly-
mers. However, our 

polymers - such as the VICTREX CT series - provide a unique range of 
properties with a wider thermal spectrum of +200 to -196°C which, of 
course, fluoropolymers cannot achieve,” commented James Simmonite, 
Director Energy at Victrex.  In such a thermal environment, chemical 
resistance is still important, but other aspects such as creep resistan-
ce, low temperature toughness and tribological performance, as well as 
thermal properties such as conductivity and expansion are critical for 
applications such as seat inserts and seals in general. 
 
Sealing: reliability and efficiency under difficult conditions  
Victrex, the world’s leading manufacturer of high performance PEEK 
polymer solutions, has embraced the need for reliability and efficiency 
in harsh operating conditions. The VICTREX CT series of polymers, for 
example, offers improved sealing capabilities within a wider thermal 
spectrum than materials such as PCTFE. This is achieved at low tempe-
ratures due to increased ductility and high temperatures due to its su-
perior creep resistance. VICTREX CT polymers have also been shown to 
maintain better dimensional stability with a lower coefficient of thermal 
expansion than competing materials. The superior thermal conductivity 
of PEEK also allows for fast response to temperature changes, ensuring 
that the material always remains in contact with the counter-surface. 
  
* PAEK or polyaryletherketone is the name of the high performance 
thermoplastic family that includes polyetheretherketones such as VI-
CTREX™ PEEK.

Xiris Releases 
New Software for 
Weld Cameras 
Xiris’ latest version of WeldStu-
dioTM software includes power-
ful new functions to support Xiris 
Weld Cameras in capturing and 
processing high-quality weld 
images. The Pre-Recording Buf-
fering feature captures the be-
ginning of a weld easily with a 
pre-recording buffer that caches 
up to 10 seconds of video. It also 
features 3 new Advanced Edge 
Detectors to help highlight subtle 
features in the welding environ-
ment that are not easily seen by 
the human eye. Lastly, the latest 
software version includes Pattern 
and Template Matching Tools to 
locate, inspect or qualify a featu-
re in your weld process. 
With these new software tools, 
welding personnel can extract 
real-time data from their weld vi-
deos images to provide new op-
tions for process monitoring and 
control. Xiris Automation Inc. 
specializes in developing optical 
equipment used for process and 
quality control across a number 
of specialty industries. With an 
extensive product line, Xiris pro-
vides some of the world’s most 
dynamic manufacturers with the 
ability to detect, recognize, and 
interpret quality defects in their 
manufactured goods. 
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